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Specification
Introduction
Centrifuge is a password hashing algorithm based on several key concepts: a block
cipher employed as a pseudorandom number generator, a hash function to seed
the generator, a large table of pseudorandom sequences that is combined to form
the resulting password hash and an evolving substitution box that adds complexity
and prevents parallelization.
The interface is configurable in byte increments, accepting variable length
password and salt inputs, as well as producing a variable length output. It is also
extremely configurable in terms of computational and memory costs, substantially
increasing the potential lifespan of the algorithm.

Algorithm
Parameters
Centrifuge has the following internal parameters:
Name
password
passlen
salt
saltlen
out
outlen
p_mem
p_time

Type
uint8_t *
uint32_t
uint8_t *
uint32_t
uint8_t *
uint32_t
uint64_t
uint64_t

Description
An array of bytes containing the password
Length of the password in bytes
An array of bytes containing the salt
Length of the salt in bytes
Buffer to contain the output hash
Length of the output in bytes
Num. of entries in table (memory factor)
Num. of s-box swaps per entry (time factor)

These parameters are mapped to competition parameters as follows:
int PHS(void *out, size_t outlen,
const void *in, size_t inlen,
const void *salt, size_t saltlen,
unsigned int t_cost, unsigned int m_cost){
uint64_t m,t;
if((m_cost > 63)||(t_cost > 63)) return -1;
m = (uint64_t) 1<<(m_cost);
t = (uint64_t) 1<<(t_cost);
return cfuge(in,inlen,salt,saltlen,out,outlen,m,t);
}

That is, the competition cost parameters are interpreted as the exponents in the
corresponding powers of 2, allowing a more meaningful scale. The internal
parameters can be used directly if a different scale is required. The parameters
must fit in a 64 bit integer, so t_cost and m_cost must be smaller than 64.

Elements
Algorithm elements are as follows:
H() A cryptographic hash function that accepts a variable input
and generates a 512 bit hash.
In centrifuge, the SHA-512 function is used by default.

C() A cipher function comprised of a block cipher in CFB mode.

In centrifuge, the AES cipher with a 256 bit key is used by
default.

M[] An array of p_mem * outlen bytes.

This is generated in the build table stage and constitutes the
main memory cost of the algorithm.

S[] An 8x8 substitution box table (array of 256 bytes).

The s-box is initialized at the beginning and then evolves
continuously, helping to prevent parallelizability. The number
of evolutions (swaps) per entry in M constitutes the main
time cost of the algorithm.

Seq[] An array of p_time bytes that is used to evolve S. It is
generated using C().

Seeding
The seeding stage takes the password and salt and generates suitable values for the
initialization vector (IV) and key parameters of C(). It also initializes the output
buffer.
It computes the hash for the password and for the salt separately and then
computes the hash of the concatenated results.
uint8_t seedin[128],seedout[64];
H(password,passlen,seedin);
H(salt,saltlen,seedin+64);
H(seedin,128,seedout);

Then, the seed is divided in different parts: bytes 0 to 15 are repeated as necessary
to initialize the output buffer, and C() is initialized with bytes 16 to 31 as the IV (128
bits) and bytes 32 to 63 as the key.
for(int i=0; i<outlen; i++)
out[i] = seedout[i%16];
memcpy(iv,seedout+16,16);
memcpy(key,seedout+32,32);
initC(key,iv);

The seeding stage is designed to support any hash function that produces a 512 bit
output and any block cipher with a 256 bit key and 128 bit block. The seeding
scheme could accommodate different parameters if necessary with little change.

Substitution Box Initialization
The s-box S is initially setup with values 0 to 255 and then evolved using a
pseudorandom buffer (buf) of 256 bytes that dictates which values are swapped.
uint8_t buf[256];
uint8_t m,l,t;
memset(buf,0,256);
C(buf,buf,256);
for(int i=0; i<256; i++) {
S[i] = (uint8_t)i;
}
for(int i=0; i<256; i++) {
m = (uint8_t)i;
l = buf[i];
t = S[m];
S[m] = S[l];
S[l] = t;
}

Table Build
Once the initial state for S is established, then the construction of M begins. Once
M is constructed it contains p_mem pseudorandom vectors of outlen bytes. The
process is, therefore, iterated for each entry in table M (p_mem).
uint8_t m,l,t;

// indexes to S

uint64_t offs = 0;

// offset into M

for(uint64_t i=0; i<p_mem; i++) {

A pseudorandom buffer of p_time bytes (Seq) is used to mutate S as in the previous
step.
C(Seq,Seq,p_time);

// generate sequence

for(uint64_t j=0; j<p_time; j++) {

// modify S

m = (uint8_t) j % 256;
l = Seq[j];
t = S[m];
S[m] = S[l];
S[l] = t;
}

Then the output buffer is processed with S, substituting each byte by the
corresponding one in S.
for(uint32_t j=0; j<outlen; j++) // process output
out[j] = S[out[j]];

Finally, the output buffer is encrypted with C() and copied to the corresponding
place in M.
C(out,out,outlen);

// encrypt output

memcpy(M+offs,out,outlen);

// copy to M

offs += outlen;
}

Output
The output stage combines values from table M obtaining a single output vector of
outlen bytes in the process. As in the case of the build stage, the process is iterated
p_mem times.
uint64_t index = 0;

// index into M

uint8_t *ptr;

// pointer to start of current M row

uint8_t m,l,t;

// indexes to S

for(uint64_t i=0; i<p_mem; i++) {

// process entry

As in previous steps, S is modified swapping elements indexed by a pseudorandom
buffer (Seq).
C(Seq,Seq,p_time);

// generate sequence

for(uint64_t j=0; j<p_time; j++) {
m = (uint8_t) j % 256;
l = Seq[j];
t = S[m];
S[m] = S[l];
S[l] = t;
}

// modify S

Then, a 64 bit index is generated using C() and the corresponding address to M
stored in ptr. This index is pseudorandom so that the memory access pattern
cannot be predetermined.
C(&index,&index,8); // generate next index
ptr = M + (index % p_mem) * outlen; // address to M

Then the corresponding vector of M is combined with the current state of the
output buffer. The process involves processing the output with S and the bytewise
addition modulo 256 with the indexed vector in M.
for(uint32_t j=0; j<outlen; j++)

// process and encrypt output

out[j] = (uint8_t)(S[out[j]] + ptr[j]);

Finally, the output buffer is encrypted at the end of the iteration.
C(out,out,outlen);
}

The final output is the state of the output buffer when all iterations are ended.

Statement
The author declares that there are no deliberately hidden weaknesses, backdoors
or any ill intent in the design of the proposed algorithm.
The scheme is and will remain available worldwide on a royalty free basis, and the
designer is unaware of any patent or patent application that covers the use or
implementation of the submitted algorithm.

Security Analysis
Centrifuge is primarily meant to be employed as a password hashing algorithm, for
password validation and storage. It can also be used as a key stretching / adapting
algorithm to convert a variable length password to a fixed length key with very good
avalanche properties. Other applications include the proof-of-work scheme in
crypto-coins or anywhere a costly hash function is required.
The security of this kind of algorithm is bound by the complexity of the input
password. It is important to stress that properly random and long enough
passwords must be used. Ideally, the length for the password and salt inputs should
be 32 bytes (256 bit) or longer (smaller is also supported if necessary).
The seed of the algorithm is the result of the SHA-512 bit hash function.
Furthermore, AES-256 is used in CFB mode as the pseudorandom generator
function in the rest of the algorithm. Centrifuge should be on par with this
primitives at a minimum security level of 2256 for brute force attacks. Specific design
decisions have been taken to prevent significant speedups in hardware and
dedicated platforms (see performance analysis).
In the case SHA-512 or AES-256 were broken or found unsuitable for any reason,
centrifuge can employ other primitives with the same interface without any
modification. Furthermore, adapting the algorithm to primitives with different
interfaces is very simple too.

Performance Analysis
The algorithm has two performance related parameters: p_mem and p_time. These
are independent but related in a subtle way.
The memory parameter determines the number of entries in M and, together with
the output length, determine the amount of memory employed for M (p_mem *
outlen bytes). It also has an impact on the time aspect, since a bigger table will take
longer to generate (build stage) and combine (output stage). This happens too, to
a lesser extent, with the output length.
The time parameter determines the number of swaps in S for each entry in M (build
and output stages), therefore impacting the total computation time significantly. It
also affect the amount of memory accesses per entry in M, which impacts the total
memory bandwidth consumption; and the sequence used to evolve S requires a
small amount of memory too.
There are no hardware (GPU, FPGA, ASIC, etc.) implementations of centrifuge
available at the moment of submission. Nevertheless, several steps have been
taken in order to prevent significant speedup on these platforms. AES is employed
in cipher feedback mode (CFB), this is so the sequence generation cannot be
parallelized; also, AES is accelerated in hardware in most current CPUs, bridging the
performance gap with dedicated hardware. Besides, the constant evolution of S
and the fact that the output of each iteration in the build and output stages is
processed with S and fed back to the cipher function strengthens the sequential
nature of centrifuge. Moreover, it can be configured to employ an enormous
amount of RAM so that multiple hardware units in parallel are not cost-effective.
Regarding parameter tuning, every application is different and requires specific
parameters. A good place to start is m_cost=16, t_cost=8 and outlen=32. This
consumes 2MB of RAM, transforms S completely on every iteration (256 swaps)
and takes about a third of a second on a current laptop.
The following measurements have been taken with a 2013 laptop with 16GB of
RAM, Core i5 2.6GHz and version 1.0.1f of the OpenSSL crypto library for an output
length of 32 bytes.
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